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Plasma now switch experiments conducted on
Pegasus have shown that a conducting layer of plasma
shunts the load slot preventing etficient switching of current
10 the load. This etlea ISseen computationally. The
magmtude of the effect depends on the specific parameters
of the switch plasma and current level. Computations have
also shown that a plasma boundary layer “trap” would
effectwely remove enough plasma from the inner conductor
of the power flow channel so that etticient swuching would
occur. This plasma trap has been successfully
demonstrated when used with a static load. It has not yet
been tested with an Imploding load,

Pegasus is a fast capacitor bank that is presently
used m support of Ihe Los Alamos FOII Implosion Program,
The bank has a maximum stored energy of 1,5 MJ at
120 kV (t60 kV charge voltage). The capacitance is
216 IJF with a 10,-I system inductance of 30 nH, Typical
operating parameters are a charge voltage of i44 kV with a
peak current mto the plasma flow swllch (PFS) load of 6.5
WA in .3,3 pa. The quarter cycle time of the bank when fired
mto the static system inductance is 4 IAS, The capacitors
are arranged around a circular transmission line m four
models of 36 capacltom each. Each module is switched by
sohd dielectric swtches activated by detonator?k

The role of Pegasus in Ihe Los Alamos Foil
Implosion Program IS an experimental Iacdity for the sludy
of inductwe energy storage systems driving plasma
radlatlon sources, Key Issues are the requirement for a
fast, high-current opening switch and lhe need for a belter
understanding of Ihe Implosion process, The fast opemng
switch chosen for Investigation la the PFS, Ideal;y, this
switch acts like a conducting washer movmg down a
coaxial channd The swllch provides a current palh that
Isoltites the load from the current until Ihe PFS pas.seo over
Ihe load, The load Ihen becomes paP 01the cwcuit in (10a
fwat approx~matlon) Ihe trenslt time of the sbvllch pasmng
over the load (Fig. t ) The PFS used on Pegasus has a
veloclty of 6-7 cm/ps and has a theoretml swltchln~ ume
of 300 ns for a 2-cm.high load, The geomet~ of the PFS In
the power flow channel (PFC) Is shown In Fig, 2,

rhe PFS dlmenslorm chosen for Pegasus arn based
on [he dimensions of the switch lJsed m the Quickflre
experlmems on the SHIVA Star bank at AFWL1. Given our
lower current cnpablhty, Ihe awltch mass IS chosen to have
the same acculeratlon es the switch mass use~ m Quickhre
PCF dimensions are such that the lime scales are also
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Fig, 1, Plasma flow swdch schematic,
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Fig. 2, PFS Installed In the power flow channel,

Ihe same, The tolal awltch mass IS 40 mg with an equal
Wrlbullon of mass In the alumlnum wire array and In the t.
nmcron-thick barrier film, The alummum wire wray IS a
chordal array of 160 wires, each 0,0025 cm m diameter. ,
When the wire amay mans dmtrtbuhon IS combined with the
umlurrn maas dmtributlon of tho Mylar barrmt Illm, a liR2
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mas-s distribution IS achieved to wlttvn 70/., The barrier tllm
ISlocated O63 cm downstream of the alummum wire array.
The alumlnum wwes mmaliy short the coaxial PFC and
prowde the Imtlal current path for the capacitor bank. The
current rapidly vaporizes the wires formmg a plasma
behind the bamer film. The barrier film vaporizes about
800 ns later, The bamer fdm serves to reduce, but not
eliminate. precursor currents In the PFC, The plasma IS
accelerated towara !he load by the J x B force of the curr~nt
and reaches the load m 3,3 W. The L-dot of the switch
causes the bank current to decrease just before swltchlng.
The load IS a 2500-&thick, 2-cm-high, 10-cm-diameter
hard-mounted alummum foi It is iocated m a slot 2-cm
wide and 2.7-cm deep. ‘Dummy Ioaa” shots, used to study
switch charactenstcs, replace the alummum foil with a
thick-wall alummum cylinder, This cyllnder allows Insertion
of B-dot probes at the surface of the IoacY.

The primary dlagnoshc used m obserwng the PFS
behawor IS an array of B-dot probes, The location of the
probes In the outer coaxial pomon of the PFC is shown m
Fig. 2, An array of load probe Iocatlons ISdiscussed later,
The probes are typically not aligned In the axial direction so
as to avoid mteractlons with each other. The probes are
constructed of a single turn formed by bending the inner
conctuctors of small semi-ngld coax (FiG 405) back to the
shlold and attaching the two with a solder Iomt, The typical
area of the probes IS 3.5 x 1o-6 m2, Typical axial length of
the effechve probe area IS 2-3 mm, The shleid of the cable
IScovwect with shrink wrap for msulatlon and the tlp ot the
probe IS protected by msertlng II Into a quartz jacket filled
with epoxy. Many of the probes are reusable. The probe
stgnals are Integrated by 300 ps integrators and
transmitted to the screen room over analcg fiber optic links
with 20 Mt+z ba ldwldth where they are recorded on
digltlzers,

The probes In the outer coax~al electrode of the PFC
show the typlcd current Steepening as the plasma sheath
progresses down the channel, Early dummy load shots
had 4 MA switched mto the load (Fig, 3). This was about
700/0ot the avadable current and had a nse time of 250-
350 ns, Note that the cljrrent In the PFC is crowbarred,
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This occurs when the vacuum insulator flashes over due to
the PFC voltage polarity changes. When foils were used as
a load, the amount of radiated energy was much less than
expected if the current into the dummy load was also
switched mto the foil. These results are similar to the early
AFWL results[2]. Further investigation of current trans!er
mto the load slot showed only about 2-2.5 MA were being
swtched mto the load slot at radii of less than 4 cm when
Implosion loads were used.

Simulations were done on the basic design of the
PFS[3] that mdlcated the load slot was being shunted by a
p[asma layer Iald down on the inner conductor of the PFC
by the PFS (see Fig, 4). In Fig. 4, density contours are
plotted, and the switch plasma has just crossed the load
slot. Ideally, the plasma would move across the load slot In
a thin planar slug Ieawng no mass behind. This situation IS
consistent with the experimental observation that the
current switched into the load slot decays with an I.JR
constant that IS long compared with the 20 w observation
time. This current is typlcaily 500/. of the current flowing the
PFC as indicated by the probes In the outer wall of the PFC
This implies that a fracoon of the total cu{rent is switched
into the load slot, and then the slot is shunted by the
plasma. This plasma does not implode because of the
trapped magnetic field of the switched current. The plasma
layer has also been observed more dl rectly by probes
located at radii just inside of and just outside of the load
slot !

A computational effort was made to see what
modifications to the basic PFS geometry wou[d eliminate
the plasma bounda~ layer, Several “fixes” were tried
incluctmg a barrier just before the load slot. It was found
that a slot cut into the {nner conductor of the PFC Wo(tid
effectwely trap the boundary layer. This result is displayed
in Fig. 5, which again plots denwty contours of the switch
plasma as it is crossing the load slot, The boundary layer IS
seen to be Impacted on the downstream side of the trap,
and the load slot IS no hger being shorted Dy a dense
plasma,
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Fig,5. Density contours with aplasma boundary layer trap

machmed into Ihe inner cotiuctor of the PFC Just
upstream of the load slot.

Experimental test of this computation consisted of
fmng a shot without the trap to try and observe the
Doundafy layer and Ihen to repeat the shot with the trap m
place. Figure 6 shows the experimental arrangement with
the plasma boundary layer trap in place. The trap IS
Irnmedlalely to the right of LPI and LP2 in the figure, The
load probe positions were the same m both cases. The
load probe currents without the trap are shown m Fig. 7.
Tho 300 ns delay between probes LPI and LP4 is the
!ransm time of the PFS crossing the load dot (2 cm). Notice
the 1 w time delay in current arriving at LP1 and LP2,
which IS located at a radius 4 mm less than LPI. This is
Conslstenl with a conducting layer between the probes.
When flux does penetrate the layer, current arrives within
50 IIS al probes LP2 and LP3. Again, the switched current
IS 4 MA, which is consistent with all of the dummy load
shots. With Ihe trap inserled, the Swltchsd current, shown in
Fig. 8, IS, to within probe calibration error (tS%), all of the
current m the PFC at the limo of switching,
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Load probe Iocstiona Ior probing lhe ettects of the
plasma boundary Iayor and IIS effect on siwuchillg
bolh wIlh and wllhout the boundary layer trap
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Fig. 7, Load probe currents without the plasma bounda~
layer trap, Probe numbers correspond to Fig. 6.
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Fig, 8, Bank current and current switched into the load
(both at upstream and downstream posltlons) with
the plasma bounda~ layer trap inserted.

Compulatlons have predicted and experiments have
verlfhd that a slot cut Into the Inner conductor of the PFC
etktlvely traps the plasma boundary layer thal the PFS
lays down on the inner wall of the PFC In Peg8suu
experiments. Thlo trap gives a current transfer Into the
nonlmplodlng load of 90- 10CJ%wnh a rmetime of 250-
300 ns, At present current levels, this IS an average Idot of
2 x 1013 Ah, Wo have not yet teWd the effect of the trap
with an imploding foil load.
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